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Abstract：Proteins involve in virtually all cell functions and participate in a variety of metabolic and physiological pro⁃

cesses． Proteomics， which systematically analyzes the protein expression levels， modification states of proteins，
and intracellular protein-protein interactions，provides a global perspective on how these molecules changes at differ⁃
ent stages of disease occurrence and development．Recently，clinical proteomics has been proven to play a significant

role in early diagnosis，prognosis，and monitoring of disease development．The concept of proteomics-driven preci⁃
sion medicine has been proposed thereby． In this review， the progress of proteomics-driven precision medicine

（PDPM）and its application in the studies of major diseases are summarized.
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要：蛋白质是细胞的重要组成成分，参与人体各种代谢及生理功能的调控。 蛋白质组学可以分析蛋白质

表达水平、修饰状态和细胞内蛋白质相互作用，为研究这些分子在疾病发生和发展的不同阶段的变化提供了
全局视角。近年来，临床蛋白质组学已被证实在疾病的早期诊断、预后和病情发展监测中发挥重要作用，并
由此提出了蛋白质组学驱动的精准医学的概念。该文综述了蛋白质组学驱动的精准医学（PDPM）及其在重大
疾病研究中的应用进展。
关键词：蛋白质组学；质谱；生物标志物；蛋白质组学驱动的精准医学（PDPM）

The completion of the Human Genome Project in 2001 has marked the beginning of a new era， the
postgenomic era［1］. Encoded by genes， proteins are involved in virtually all cell functions and participate in
various metabolic and physiological processes［2］. In the postgenomic era， scientists have shifted their interest
to deciphering the functions of genes and their products（proteins）to understand their relations with diseases［3］.
Proteomics， the study of all proteins of a certain organism or system， provides information on protein
sequences，functions，and organizations in complex signaling［4］，therefore making the systematic investigation
of the proteome functions and networks possible. Nowadays，mass spectrometry（MS）-based proteomic approaches
have enabled the accurate and sensitive investigation of the proteome from various clinical samples， including
urine，plasma，tissue and et al［5－8］. Especially，in the past five years，with the maturity of high-throughput
proteomic technology， more and more clinical proteomic studies have been carried out. As a result， the
concept“Proteome Driven Precision Medicine（PDPM）”was proposed by Prof. Fuchu He in 2019 as his team
for the first time stratified early hepatocarcinoma（HCC） into 3 proteomic subtypes with different clinical
outcomes based on quantitative proteomics and phosphoproteomics profiling［9］. At the same time， biomarkers
of a wide range of diseases have been discovered through quantitative proteomic approaches［8，10］. In this review，
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we briefly discuss the application of PDPM in biomarker discovery and validation. We introduce the key steps of
the PDPM study including the sample sources and collection，discovery and validation of the biomarkers，and
data analysis（Fig.1）. We also summarize several representative examples that applying proteomics into clinical
studies to give a brief overview of the progress of PDPM. Moreover， we highlight the challenges of current
clinical proteomics and provide a perspective to apply proteomics in precision medicine.

1

Fig. 1

Key steps of PDPM

Sample sources and sample preparation

Sample sources and downstream sample preparation are critical components of a MS-based PDPM study.
In early years， the National Cancer Institute ′
s Clinical Proteomic Tumor Analysis Consortium（CPTAC）
pioneered the integrated proteogenomic analysis of different cancer types［11］. CPTAC is gradually expanding its
application through open-source community resources， and accelerating precision oncology by applying
proteogenomics to different clinical trials. At present， CPTAC covers many types of tumors including
colorectum［12］， breast［13］， lung［14］， ovarian cancer［15］ and et al［16］. Meanwhile， patient samples included in
PDPM studies grew from less than hundreds to more than ten hundred. In addition，to meet the requirements of
precision medicine， measures including multi-cohort study， assess the purity of tumor samples are
emphasized. Common sample sources in clinical proteomics studies include tissue， blood， urine， and
cerebrospinal fluid［17－18］，etc. Tissues collected for clinical diagnosis，including fresh tissues，frozen tissues，
and formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded（FFPE）tissues， afford a valuable resource for proteome research［19］.
While tissue samples have the potential to provide novel biological insights， many clinical proteomics studies
aim to discover biomarkers for early diagnosis. In these cases， ideal samples are that obtainable in a noninvasive or minimally invasive manner，for example，blood or urine.
Samples in clinical proteomics studies from various sources differ largely in the preprocessing methods.
Tissues for proteomics studies usually need to be frozen in liquid nitrogen immediately after surgery and the
frozen specimen can be stored in a − 80 ℃ freezer for subsequent use. For blood samples， separation by
centrifugation to obtain plasma and serum is a standard procedure. It is noteworthy that when preparing plasma
samples， anticoagulants are usually added right after the blood was collected to prevent blood coagulation.
Moreover，due to the high complexity of blood samples and the wide range of blood protein concentrations，the
highly abundant proteins are often immunodepleted before mass spectrometric analysis［10］.
To meet the sensitivity requirements of mass spectrometry analysis，the initial amounts of different types of
samples used in clinical proteomics are also different. In the biomarker discovery step，the normally required
sample amount is usually 1−10 μL for serum sample，100 mg frozen tissue（wet weight），and 5 to 20 slides of
1 cm2 of tissue section for paraffin-embedded sample. In post-translation modification（PTM）proteomics studies，
a larger initial sample amount is required according to the types and properties of the PTMs to be studied.
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Moreover，with the advances of proteomics technologies，samples at extremely trace amounts，such as single
cell［20］，have also been included in PDPM.

2

Discovery of proteome biomarkers

Biomarkers are characteristics objectively measured and evaluated as an indicator of normal biological
processes，pathogenic processes，or pharmacologic responses to a therapeutic intervention. According to their
roles，biomarkers can be categorized into different groups including monitoring biomarkers，pharmacodynamic/
response biomarkers， predictive biomarkers， prognostic biomarkers， safety biomarkers， and susceptibility/
risk biomarkers， etc［10，18，21－22］. Taking advantage of proteomic approaches， we mainly focus on diagnostic
biomarkers which are used to detect or confirm the presence of a certain disease， and prognostic biomarkers
which are used to identify the likelihood of disease recurrence or disease progression in patients. Several
representative works discussed below are summarized in Table 1.
MS-based proteomic techniques are emerging as the best choice for quantitatively measuring protein levels
due to their high sensitivity and reproducibility. Relative or absolute quantification of the proteome from clinical
samples at different stages of a certain disease enabled observation of their global changes and thus the
screening of biomarkers. Among MS-based quantitative proteomic approaches，the shotgun technique is mainly
utilized for the proteome-wide quantification of complex clinical samples. The quantitative approaches can be
further classified into the following two categories， labeling-based quantification and label-free quantification
depending on whether labeling reagents are employed［23］. The labeling-based quantification refers to the use of
metabolic， enzymatic， chemical， or combined labeling reagents to incorporate stable isotope into different
samples and then the comparison of protein content can be achieved based on the area or intensity of the MS
peaks detected in pairs. While metabolic labeling technology（Stable Isotope Labeling by Amino Acids in Cell
Culture， SILAC）requires cell culture of several passages， thus is not applicable for clinical samples like
serum， urine， and tissue samples. Enzymatic labeling， which generally incorporates heavy water during the
protein digestion step， suffers from problems including low labeling efficiency and 18O back exchange.
Therefore， prevailing MS-based labeling quantification methodology for proteomic biomarker discovery lies in
chemical labeling strategies， among which iTRAQ（isobaric tags for relative and absolute quantification）and
Tandem Mass Tags（TMT）are two widely applied used techniques in the discovery of protein biomarkers. Both
labeling reagents are commercially available and user-friendly. The commercial labeling reagent can label 8-16
samples at a time.
Taking TMT technology as an example， it uses a set of isotope labels， which have identical mass， to
label the peptides from different samples. After labeling，all samples are pooled together and run through the
mass spectrometer. As the same peptide species from different samples are labeled with a series of isobaric tags
with the same mass，peaks of the same peptide species from different samples are indistinguishable in the MS1
spectrum. During the tandem mass analysis， the labeled peptides are fragmented and produced samplespecific reporter ions from the isobaric labels. The intensities of these reporter ions can be used for the relative
quantification of the associated peptides. Finally，the relative expression levels of a certain protein in different
samples can be determined by calculating the abundance of peptides belonging to this protein. At the same
time， the b- and y-ions， which result from the breakage of the peptide's backbone， are used for the
identification of the peptides. These isobaric labeling methods had attracted extensive attention from
researchers because of their high throughput and high accuracy.
Fan et al. employed TMT labeling quantitative technology to quantify the proteome and phosphoproteome
of 159 pairs of liver cancer samples. In this study，one channel of the TMT tags is occupied by a pooled sample
serving as the internal standard among samples. Based on the quantitative proteomics data， they reported the
first in-depth and comprehensive analysis of the tumor immune microenvironment of early recurrent HCC［24］.
Similarly，Chen et al. analyzed more than 100 pairs of lung cancer samples by TMT labeling. By analyzing the
quantitative proteomics data， they revealed the clinical features and biomarkers in the early stage of lung
cancers and provided a theoretical basis for precision medicine to control lung cancer in East Asia［25］.
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Meanwhile，Carr et al. used TMT labeling to conduct acetylation and phosphorylation quantitative analysis on
110 lung cancer samples and found the potential therapeutic targets associated with KRAS，EGFR，and ALK.
Immunotyping analysis revealed the potential drug target STK11 and the potential immunosuppressive effect of
neutrophil degranulation［14］. When only a small group of samples need to be compared， Tian et al. used the
dimethyl labeling method to analyze the pancreatic cancer-related samples. Quantitative proteomics enabled by
dimethyl labeling revealed an important biological role of LIF and showed that LIF has a promising future as an
effective therapeutic target and tumor diagnostic marker［26］.
Despite the accuracy，the cumbersome operational procedures and expensive isotopic reagents of labelingbased quantification methods hinder their applications in large-cohort experiments. The label-free method，on
the other hand， stands out for its potential in high-throughput research， for the unlimited number of samples
able to be analyzed， dispensing with costly reagents. The samples were qualitatively and quantitatively
determined independently without a complex labeling process. After calibration of the retention time，the peak
areas of the identified peptides are accumulated to obtain the protein quantity. Finally， the peak areas of the
same protein in different samples are used for relative quantification. Usually， the match-between-runs
algorithm is used to maximize the number of identified peptides to enhance the quantitative accuracy and depth.
As a characteristic example for the label-free method， the intensity-based absolute quantification（iBAQ）
algorithm developed by Cox et al. is the most widely used method to quantify proteins［27］. In this algorithm，
iBAQ protein intensity is computed as the total intensities of all identified peptides divided by the number of
theoretical peptides（calculated by in silico protein digestion）to represent the approximation of protein copy
numbers. He et al. launched the first proteomics research about early-stage hepatocellular carcinoma using this
technology（Fig. 2）. By using the label-free quantitative proteomics method，iBAQ intensities of 199（98 nontumor and 101 tumors） samples were extracted from the MaxQuant result files and regarded the relative
expression of a certain protein across samples. According to the differentially expressed protein， quantitative
proteomics data classified the research cohort of HCC into three subtypes，each of which has a different clinical
characteristic［9］. Qin et al. also used label-free quantitative proteomics technology to analyze 84 pairs of gastric
cancer and adjacent tissues. By integrating clinical information with the quantitative proteomics data，they put
forward the proteome subtype of diffuse gastric cancer for the first time， which provided ideas for precision
medical treatment of gastric cancer［28］.

Fig. 2

Development of PDPM and it ′
s application in the analysis of HCC［9］

In addition， new label-free quantitative methods such as sequential window acquisition of all theoretical
spectra（SWATH）and data-independent acquisition（DIA）developed rapidly. The main difference between these
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novel methods compared with traditional ones lies in the MS/MS acquisition mode. In the shotgun method，only
precursors with the high intensities are subjected to fragmentations， while in SWATH and DIA all MS peaks
detected in MS1 are fragmented for generating MS/MS spectra， achieving maximum depth of information
excavation. Similar to traditional label-free quantitative methods， these methods share the advantages of high
speed， operational simplicity， and low costing， with additional merits of capability for robust and accurate
quantification over large-scale study designs and across heterogeneous laboratory conditions. Despite the
additional spectrum complexing introduced by these methods， with the development of MaxQuant［27］， DiaNN［29］， Spectronaut， PEAKS［30］， deep DIA［31］ and other new software， analysis of DIA data has become
routinely work in the lab. In addition， with the rapid development of mass spectrometry hardware in recent
years， ion mobility technologies were also widely used to reduce sample complexity. For example， Wong et
al. took advantage of the diaPASEF method to analyze the differential proteins in the urine of patients with
COVID-19 infections. They indicated that there was significant immunosuppression in patients with COVID-19
infection，and proposed that there may be a “two-stage” model in the pathogenesis of COVID-19 for the first
time［32］. Zenz et al. utilized DIA to describe the protein landscape of chronic lymphocytic leukemia. They
identified trisomy 12 and IGHV status as the strongest determinants of protein expression in CLL and found
evidence that the tumor driver role of trisomy 12 was linked to BCR/PI3K/AKT signaling［33］. Mann et al. used
DIA to analyze urinary proteome profiling for stratifying patients with familial Parkinson’s disease. Combining
with machine learning algorithms， they demonstrated that urine contained brain-specific proteins and could
inform about the disease and mutation status in neurodegenerative disease［34］. Especially， Zeng et al.
presented a large-scale omics study on metastatic cancer in 2020， they analyzed the proteome and
phosphoproteome from more than 400 samples using the DIA strategy. They demonstrated the proteomic
subtype of CRC patients and established a machine learning model to predict drug response［35］. In addition to
genomic regulation，protein and functions are further regulated by protein post-translational modifications（PTMs）.
Apart from phosphorylation， glycosylation also plays a crucial role in cancer development processes. In a very
recent work，Zhang et al. for the first time presented a glycoproteomic characterization of ovarian carcinoma in
PDPM. By integration of the expression data from global proteomics and glycoproteomics， they revealed the
critical roles of glycosylation in the pathogenesis of HGSC， with the possibility of distinguishing pathological
outcomes of ovarian tumors from non-tumors，as well as classifying tumor clusters［15］ .
In summary， as more attention is being laid on the statistical meanings of proteomics results， there is a
noticeable inclination among researchers to resort to large cohort experimental designs. To meet the requirement
of large cohort clinical proteomics studies，techniques of sample processing and mass spectrometry analysis all
need to be further improved.

3

Verification and validation of proteome biomarkers

Biomarkers in the discovery phase need to be further verified to demonstrate their clinical validity. Fewer
target proteins and peptides are measured and more samples and subjects are recruited as the study moves from
［10］
the discovery phase to the validation phase（Fig. 3）
. In the verification phase， the most used methods are
based on antibody techniques， such as Western Blot（protein imprinting）， immunocytochemistry（ICC），
immunohistochemistry（IHC），immunoprecipitation（IP），and enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay（ELISA）.
The advantages of antibody-based assays are their high specificity and high sensitivity， permitting the
quantification of proteins at concentrations below the ng/mL range. However，sometimes they are limited to the
availability of antibodies for novel candidate proteins. To facilitate the verification of potential biomarkers，the
targeted mass spectrometry quantitative techniques， including multiple reaction monitor（MRM） technology
based on triple quadrupole mass spectrometer and parallel reaction monitor（PRM）based on a high-resolution
mass spectrometer，developed quickly in recent years［36－37］. In these methods，targeted peptides are selected
in the first mass analyzer（Q1）， fragmented by collision-activated dissociation（in Q2） and several of the
fragment ions uniquely derived from the targeted peptide are measured by the second mass analyzer. MRM and
PRM provide high accuracy， high specificity， and low limit of quantification（LOQ）. Currently， biomarker
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verification based on the targeted MS approaches has been mostly focusing on plasma or serum samples.

Fig. 3

Phases of biomarker validation studies

After candidate prioritization， several peptides per protein are chosen based on their detectability and
MRM suitability. The selection of peptide precursors is an essential step in targeted MS approaches. To help
this process， Aebersold et al. developed the SRMatlas database in 2016［38］. The SRMatlas database covers
99. 7% of human proteins and can be used as an important reference for the selection of various peptides. This
database is verified by 166 174 synthetic peptides， including many splicing variants， mutations， and posttranslational modifications in the human proteome.
Targeted protein quantitative technologies with decent sensitivity， reproducibility， and stability， lay a
solid foundation for the clinical applications of proteomics. Recently， novel breakthroughs in this field
including higher throughput and faster acquisition speed further boosted this process. For example，Guo et al.
utilized the MRMHR method to quantify 22 key proteins for the classification of COVID-19 patients， which is
used to accurately quantify the molecules discovered in the early stage. Combining with the targeted quantified
metabolites，the machine learning algorithm could distinguish different stage COVID-19 patients，to guide the
follow-up treatment［39］. As for the research of a large cohort of Alzheimer's disease，Seyfried et al. conducted
targeted quantification of a large number of brain tissues and cerebrospinal fluid samples（> 2 000 samples）
from multiple centers through PRM and MRM mixed with heavy-labeled peptides， confirming the key role of
M4 protein in the treatment and diagnosis of Alzheimer's disease［40］. At present， targeted quantitative
techniques are also being used in the verification of biomarkers for various diseases such as diabetes and chronic
kidney disease［41］. For example， Zhang et al. performed a biomarker study comparing individual serums with
type 1 diabetes and identified that platelet basic protein and C1 inhibitor showed better sensitivity and
specificity than traditional markers［42］.
In order to improve the throughput and increase the number of quantifiable peptides to more than hundreds
in a single MS analysis，researchers developed the schedule MRM/PRM technology. By monitoring each MRM
transition only around its expected elution time，the interference of peptides with different retention times was
minimized［43］. As a result，maximized dwell times could be used for MRM transitions to allow a high number of
peptides to be monitored concurrently while maintaining the analytical reproducibility. PQ500 is a
comprehensive blood-focused biomarker panel that enables the absolute quantification of plasma proteins.
Combining the PQ500 with the schedule MRM method， 607 peptides could be quantified at least once， with
an average of 300 proteins quantified per plasma［44］. Furthermore， MS acquisitions can be separated into two
modes， where the low-resolution mode is adopted for peptides identification， while the high-resolution mode
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for quantification. By using internal standard triggered-parallel reaction monitoring（IS－PRM），Bruno Domon
et al quantified more than 600 peptides in an LC gradient of about 60 minutes where a fast low-resolution
“watch mode” and a high-resolution “quantitative mode” was adopted， increasing the mass spectrometry
throughput［45］. In the past two years，with the maturity of ion mobility（IM）technology，ion mobility has also
been implemented in PRM technology. In particular，Marto et al. introduced the PRM-Live method based on
timsTOF Pro mass spectrometer，enabling dynamic adjustment of the sporadic chromatographic drift in peptide
retention time using a Python-based acquisition engine. They utilized Internal Retention Time（iRT）peptides to
correct the retention time of the targeted peptides in real-time， which could further reduce the peptides
acquiring time in a single cycle. The newly developed PRM-Live method could detect more than 2 000 peptides
in an LC gradient of only one hour［46］.

4 Mass spectrometry data quality control，consistency analysis，and di⁃
agnostic model algorithm

Small sample sizes may result in limited statistical power. To achieve statistical significance with high
confidence， large sample cohort and multi-center sample collection， accompanied by sample randomization，
are gaining popularity. While these large sample sets deliver good statistical power， effective statistical
methods need to be integrated to maximize the robustness and reproducibility of the results（Fig. 4）. In large
sample cohort analysis，consistency of mass spectrometry data is of great importance，necessitating day-to-day
quality control（QC）steps［9，24］. The QC step is used to overcome the heterogeneity of instrumental methods，
including the real-time uncertainty caused by nanospray liquid chromatography－mass spectrometry（nanoLC－
MS），and the system instability caused by the long-time continuous analysis using LC－MS. Furthermore，the
batch effect of data should also be corrected， including that induced by samples， experimental operators，
instruments，and other factors brought by various variables interference.

Fig. 4

Data quality control，consistency analysis，and follow-up data analysis

It is a usual practice to utilize in-sample internal standards or independent standard samples to evaluate the
quality of the experiments by continuously monitoring the peak widths，peak intensities，spectra identification
rates， and other indicators in real-time. Usually， QC samples can be added during the whole experimental
process. During a long-cycle（more than one month）quantitative proteomics experiment，HeLa cell digest was
injected into mass spectrometry every 3 days，which was used to monitor the whole experiment through pearson
correlation coefficient analysis and principal component analysis［9］. Moreover， the combination of data
normalization and batch effect elimination algorithm could effectively solve such problems. For example， the
quantitative deviation caused by batch effect could be reduced by the MetaboAnalyst and other software［47］，the
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batch effect could be reduced by normalization strategies such as normalization to the means， medians or
internal standard peptide intensities，linear-regression based approaches，quantile normalization and variance
stabilization normalization（VSN）. For example， the Combat method used Bayesian framework for data
correction［48］. Probatch developed by Pedrioli et al. ， which was integrated in R package， could correct the
batch effect also［49］. The BatchServer developed by Tiannan Guo’team， which has been embedded in the
public website， could evaluate the data， correct the batch effect， and visualize the difference of clustering
results before and after correction［50］. In the study of more than 1 500 serum samples，the batch mean Phoebe
method was used to globally normalize the data and output high-quality results［51］.
However，despite a number of PDPM work have been done，deep proteome coverage in different samples，
reproducibility between laboratory，and sample analytical throughput remain the key technique challenges. We
envision that discovery and validation of proteins in large cohorts will become more and more reliable due to the
stability， high throughput， and depth of the new technologies. Specifically， new generation of mass
spectrometry become faster in scan speeds so that can make detection of the low abundance species possible.
For the excessively low abundance proteins or samples of large dynamic concentration range， reliable
quantification of them will be further assisted by sophisticated sample preparation approaches.
After the correlation of batch effect，statistical model is established for disease diagnosis. Usually，when
establishing the statistical model， the protein expression is regarded as the feature and the disease status is
used as the classification label. Logistic regression algorithm was widely used to screen features and find out the
joint diagnosis model. In recent studies， machine learning algorithms like random forest， support vector
machines as well as integrated machine learning algorithms combined with multiple models have been widely
applied to predicting disease states with protein markers［52］. This kind of model generally consists of three
steps： feature selection， parameter optimization， and cross validation. Tiannan Guo et al. used a random
forest algorithm to predict and classify the severity of COVID-19 patients. Similarly， Shen et al. took
advantage of the random forest model to predict heart disease with multiple categories［39，53］. Li et al. employed
protein markers to establish models to predict different liver diseases［54］. The establishment of proper statistical
model is critical to find potential markers with high sensitivity and low false-positive rate.
Table 1

Brief summary of the recent PDPM works

Sample type
Tissue

Disease
Lung adenocarcinoma

Tissue

Lung adenocarcinoma

2020 Cell［25］

Tissue

Lung adenocarcinoma

2020 Cell［14］

Tissue

Colon cancer

2019 Cell［12］

Tissue

Colon cancer

2020 Cancer Cell［35］

Tissue

Pancreatic ductal
adenocarcinoma

2021 Cell［56］

Tissue
Tissue

Year/Publication
2020 Cell［55］

Prostate cancer
Gastric cancer

2019 Cancer Cell［57］
2019 Cancer Cell［58］

Tissue

Gastric cancer

Tissue
Tissue

Ovarian cancer
Ovarian carcinoma

2018 Nature
Communications［28］

2018 Cell［59］
2020 Cell Report［15］

Serum
Serum

Staphylococcus aureus
Chronic
lymphocytic leukemia

2020 Cell［60］
2021Blood［33］

Serum

COVID-19

2020 Cell［39］

Proteome strategy
Label-free
phosphorylation

Sample size
> 100

Protein number
> 10 000

MS
Fusion

> 100

> 10 000

QE－HF

Label-free
phosphorylation
acetylation
MRM label-free，TMT
phosphorylation

> 100

> 10 000

QE－HFX

> 100

> 10 000

Lumos QE

Label-free（DIA）
phosphorylation

> 100

> 10 000

Lumos QE

Label-free（DIA），
TMT glycosylation

> 100

> 10 000

Lumos

PRM label-free
iTRAQ phosphorylation
glycosylation

> 100
> 100

> 7 000
> 9 000

QE
QE

Label-free

> 100

> 10 000

Label-free phosphorylation
TMT phosphorylation
glycosylation

< 100
> 100

> 9 000
> 8 000

QE－HF；
QE-plus

TMT
Label-free（DIA）

> 100
> 100

> 1 000
> 3 000

TMT，PRM

> 100

> 800

Label-free
phosphorylation

QE
QE

Fusion
timsTOFpro；
Lumos

QE－HF 6600
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（Table 1 to be continued）

Sample type
Disease
Tissue
Hepatocellular carcinoma
Tissue
Hepatocellular carcinoma
Urine

Urine

Urine

COVID-19

Tissue

Breast cancer

Tissue
Tissue

Brain cancer
Glioblastoma

5
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Year/Publication
2019 Cell［24］
2019 Nature［9］

Proteome strategy
TMT phosphorylation
Label-free phosphorylation

Sample size
> 100
> 100

Protein number
> 10 000
> 9 000

2021 Embo Molecular
Medicine［34］

Label-free（DIA）

> 200

> 2 000

QE－HFX

diaPASEF

< 100

> 5 000

timsTOFpro

2020 Cell［13］

TMT
Phosphorylation acetylation

> 100

> 10 000

QE

> 100
> 100

> 8 000
－

QE
Velos

2020 Nature
Communications［27，32］
2020 Cell［61］
2021 Cancer Cell［62］

TMT phosphorylation
TMT phosphorylation
acetylation

MS
QE－HF
Orbitrap
Fusion

Summary and prospect

There is an urgent need for biomarkers applicable for clinical usage. Compared to the genome and
transcriptome， proteomic variations are the final presentation of the genomic and transcriptomic variations，
and there are many variations including splicing， PTM and et al. Because of these features， proteomics has
proven itself a black horse in this field with more and more potential biomarkers discovered by researchers
worldwide every year. In addition，because of the complementarity of single omics data，multi-omics analyses
are widely used currently. Integrative analyses including genome， transcriptome， proteome， and epigenome
have also been routinely included in PDPM research， which can provide more comprehensive insights into
disease biology.
In order to promote the research of clinical proteomics in the early diagnosis and prognosis of
diseases， there are still many challenges. The collection， quality control， storage， data sorting and
prognostic tracking of clinical samples are important prerequisites for PDPM. With the establishment of
biobanks， tens of thousands of samples can be collected and this will provide a solid foundation for
scientists to comprehensively analyze various diseases from the perspective of the genome，
transcriptome， proteome， and metabolome. To deal with different types of clinical samples， it is also
necessary to develop automated sample processing technology and mass spectrometry technology with
high throughput and high sensitivity. In the past decade， Chinese scientists have also made important
contributions in this regard. In addition，the massive data requires the continuous enhancement of new
algorithms and improved data processing strategy， which could quickly process and analyze the vast
amounts of data and provide guidance for clinical practice.
We believe optimistically， with the continuous development of proteomics techniques， application of
PDPM in a large cohort would become routine work. Moreover，taking advantage of the development of PDPM，
treatments and medicines could be tailored for individuals shortly.
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